
Minutes COD phone conf 05-07-2012 

Present: Marcin Radecki, Malgorzata Krakowian, Luuk Uljee and Ron Trompert 

 

Review of action items 

18 Certification of UA: Can be closed 

12 No progress, RT will ping Emir 

22 and 23 can be closed as soon as RT and LU have had a look at them and agree. 

24 will become the July newsletter item 

25 Certification NGI_MD: Can be closed 

GGUS tickets 

81278: Request for setting Globus and UNICORE tests to be an operations test 

MR: This is OK for Globus. UNICORE still waits for the next release (18) of SAM nagios. 

73185: Certification of NGI_ZA 

RT: Silence is a virtue 

COD actions 
1- testing of sites: how the site status workflow should be revised to allow for 
site testing during the certification procedure, what should be fixed in GOCDB, 
requirements for SAM. Timeline: presentation at July OMB 
 
RT will prepare a presentation and MR will give it.  
 
2- operations portal: now ops portal uses virtual destinations to consume 
messages from SAM, so the ops portal should be fully synchronized with SAM. Does 
COD staff experience problems with the operations portal (e.g. old alarms which 
do not disappear when problem is fixed) either as ROD or COD? Timeline: please 
report back to the July OMB 
 
RT will collect info and put it in the presentation 
 
3- ROD training: please confirm a ROD training sessions for TF12. It will 
complement the site manager training that I hope we can organize and sponsor for 
various site managers (I will keep COD informed as soon as I know more) 
 
RT will confirm this with Tiziana 
 
4- missing longitude/latitude information in gstat geo view: it is optional 
information, but needed for a complete geo view of the EGI topology on gstat: 
http://gstat.egi.eu/gstat/geo/openlayers 
Please COD open tickets to all NGIs to check this with their sites (most of medium-large NGIs have sites 

with missing coordinates, it is more likely that NGIs with few sites are already ok. 

 

http://gstat.egi.eu/gstat/geo/openlayers


MK has submitted the GGUS tickets 

Newsletter 

Topics: 

 ROD metrics (NGI_PL)) 

 Session at TF12 (RT) 

 Advertisement of talks at TF12 (MK/RT) 

Deadline: July 6th 

AOB 

Absolutely nothing 


